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SEAMLESS INTEGRATION INTO MICROSOFT SYSTEM CENTER

With HPE OneView for Microsoft System Center:

Manage the virtual and physical environment from Microsoft System Center

- **Simplify administration** with single-console access to health, inventory, and configuration monitoring
- **Reduce planned and unplanned downtime** with detailed resolution information for health alerts
- **Take control** by launching your trusted HPE management tools in context
- **Proactively manage changes** with detailed insight into the relationship between your physical and virtual infrastructure, from the VM to the network edge
- **Consistent and repeatable** bare metal server deployment
- **Maintain stability and reliability** of your environment with simplified driver and firmware updates

Included as part of HPE OneView
HPE ONEVIEW FOR MICROSOFT SYSTEM CENTER
Brings the power of HPE OneView to System Center environments

DEPLOY
Infrastructure Faster

- Template Based
- Leverages HPE OneView automation engine
- Create or expand a Hyper-V cluster in just a few simple steps

SIMPLIFY
Lifecycle Operations

- Non-disruptive
- Comprehensive health monitoring and alerting
- Firmware and driver updates
- HPE fabric visualization

INCREASE
Productivity

- Consistent
- Integrates directly into System Center
- Use familiar System Center tools for HPE management tasks
- Context sensitive launch of HPE tools directly from System Center consoles
See health of HPE OneView managed devices in System Center.
HPE FABRIC VISUALIZATION

Shows network connections from the VM to the network edge
PROFILE DRIVEN DEPLOYMENT

Easily create or expand Hyper-V clusters using HPE OneView templates.
Cluster updates are non-disruptive to the VMs, using live migration to rotate between servers in the cluster.
HPE ONEVIEW FOR MICROSOFT SYSTEM CENTER
Brings the native manageability of HPE infrastructure to System Center environments

- Ideal for customers who have standardized on Microsoft System Center as their management platform
- Integrates directly into System Center consoles
- Leverages the HPE OneView infrastructure automation engine
- Reduce complexity by using the same System Center tools for HPE management tasks
- Simplify admin learning curve by using the System Center tools they are already familiar with

Provides comprehensive lifecycle management of HPE converged infrastructure directly from the System Center consoles
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